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Design: balance, proportion, and scale are appealing and within
the confines of the class; materials used in original way that is
appealing

Design: balance, proportion, and scale are appealing and within
the confines of the class; materials used in original way that is
appealing

Mechanics: container enhances arrangement and overall effect
(color, scale, texture, shape), holding devices keep flowers and
foliage securely in place without distracting

Mechanics: container enhances arrangement and overall effect
(color, scale, texture, shape), holding devices keep flowers and
foliage securely in place without distracting

Color: combinations and uses of color enhance design and overall
effect

Color: combinations and uses of color enhance design and overall
effect

Materials: plant material is healthy and without disease or insect
damage; plant material is sized correctly for class

Materials: plant material is healthy and without disease or insect
damage; plant material is sized correctly for class

Overall Appearance: high quality mature and fresh foliage
and flowers; properly prepared for show; attention to details
enhances appeal

Overall Appearance: high quality mature and fresh foliage
and flowers; properly prepared for show; attention to details
enhances appeal
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Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.
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